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World Map : Coastal Cities Expansion
Circles’ area represents the population of the city and lighter
circle represent the data more recent. Dots with lighter periphery
are the cities that grow rapidly in last several decades.

Abstract
This thesis explores coastal cities and the narrow

and ask how I can learn from past efforts while

difficult. Different interest groups hold different

My site is the city of Manila in the Philippines. Here I

zone lying between their developing urban areas and

adapting such strategies to address other issues of

opinions about the best use of urban and coastal

offer a design framework and an adaptable flexible

the waters of the open sea. Worldwide, there are

pressing concern in such cities – issues such as

lands. Multiple stakeholders, local bureaucracies,

system of coastal restoration ecology and protected

more than 14 cities with populations over 10 million

social and economic inequities; affordable housing;

corruption, and the conflict between formal and

coastal communities, one that is critically linked to

are situated along endangered coastlines. The fact

food supplies; maintaining coastal livelihoods;

informal development creates situations that often

urban operations inland along the central city river

that many of these continue to experience rapid

management of waste; and equitable access to clean

benefit one of the three – ecology, economics, and

corridor. This strategy I employ treats the vulnerable

growth, are economic centers of international

water.

social equity – while undermining the viability of the

low-income communities living along the coast as a

others. In this thesis I try to address each of these

critical part of the new defensive ecosystem

importance, and are increasingly vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change, is a matter of global

In cities in still-developing parts of the world,

areas of concern through a strategy that starts with

protecting the city from storm surges and flooding,

concern. In this work I examine the implications and

maintaining a balance between economic

ecological restoration and protecting the urban

thereby ensuring their right to live there.

possibilities of restoring urban coastline defenses

development, social equity, and ecological health is

coastline.
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Coastal Population and Shoreline Degradation
Source: Adapted from UNEP 2002b, based on Burkeand others
2001, Harrison and Pearce.

Population living within 100 km of the coast
none
<30%
30%-70%
>70%
Coastal cities more than 1 million people
Most altered shoreline
Altered shoreline
Least altered shoreline
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Introduction
Most of the world’s largest cities are located in

geological era known as the “Anthropocene”, in

coastal areas. Rapid economic development has

which human influences characterize a distinct layer

made these cities expand rapidly, and environmental

of the geologic record. Now entering Anthropocene,

problems brought by the expansion have become

the unavoidable impact of human beings surly plays

increasingly serious. However, to those cities in

an important role, emerging the ideas of novel

coastal regions characterized by great economic

ecosystems, designer ecosystems...They are all

disparity, restoring the ecology of such coastlines –

references and guilds in today’s restoration designs.

often necessary for sustaining marine life, protecting
urban settlements from storm surges, and managing

Urban area, as the most populated dense area over

coastal erosion – often requires making decisions

the world, is a suitable and meaningful context to talk

with negative impacts on more economically

about restoration design in Anthropocene.

vulnerable segments of local populations. Moreover,

Restoration is not only about the ecosystem in my

the ecological restoration itself will slow down the

case, rather, to consider and protect the role of all

pace of economic development by taking up the

human beings in restoration involves both nature and

capital’s favorite lands and resources, which, in most

human effort, leading in an direction that much

cases, is vital to the cities I described above. At the

suitable for contemporary cities. The common

same time, coastal restoration is costly. Therefore, in

ecological issues in urban areas are always closely

the context of these developing cities, restorative

related with economic development, social equity,

urbanism is proposed as a more low-cost, humane

public health and other social problems. As written in

and sustainable waterfront restoration method and a

the chapter Restorative Urbanism, the thesis focuses

proper model for urban development.

on those “margins” in cities, either the waterfront
edge, marginalized jobs, or voiceless people, trying

To explain my idea of restoration urbanism, the thesis

to redefine the future urban ecology from the aspect

book is divided into three parts: 1) an overview of

of those vulnerable elements.

background information, case studies and framing
concepts; 2) site specific study; and 3) testing of the

The site is Manila, Philippines. As the capital city in a

idea.

developing country, it is facing many typical

The chapter Towards Nature will introduce how

12

problems as other cities in the world. The chapter

Site Narratives states the dilemma of Metro Manila

restoration design is developed in landscape field,

between development and restoration. The proposal

from the very first concept of ecology to a system

of restoring Manila will not only deal with hazards

theory. It is not difficult to find that the objectives of

defending and pollution processing as conventional

restoration design has always changed as people’s

restoration, but also ensuring the placement (as

evolving understanding to the word “nature”. To ask

opposed to displacement) of different interest

what is the final goal, every decade would have

groups, by finding every one of them a “niche” in the

different answers. It is often claimed we live in a new

new ecosystem proposed.
13

TOWARDS NATURE
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Abandon Airport Succession
Photo by Kaixin Zhang in field trip. Soil components has changed
due to the construction maiterials left on site, so that species and
environment are slightly different than adjecent ecosystems.

From Ecological Management to
Restoration
Literature Review

is not difficult to find that at the time, people
In the early 1980s, following the trend of ecology

understood the word “nature” as a stable condition

after the publishing of Silent Spring by Rachel

not affected by human activities. It is like a still spot

Carson, the concept of restoration appears in the

existing in the past and waiting for people digging it

field of landscape architecture. Harper defines

out. The human impact were seen as “interference”

restoration ecology as “a process of assembly,

and “disturbance”. So the final goal of the restoration

carried out specifically to test ideas about how

design is to “return” to the spot, a “pure nature”.

communities and ecosystems work.” (Rachel
Carson,1987) Similarly, Diamond defines restoration

The Awareness of Dynamic Process

as to create a self-sufficient and stable community
on site and he focused on recovering vegetation. In

The book Rambunctious Garden critics this kind of

the 1990s, the theories of restoration ecology

idea and gives a positive attitude of human impact in

unreasonable to find a baseline for the city to align

developed and start to include the concept of

the ecosystem. It denies there is pristine since the

with. So that emerged ideas of creating a new

reference ecosystem, which means a historical stage

activities of human being are more or less influencing

baseline. Marris mentioned novel ecosystems as

that has appeared before the interference of human

the nature. The same idea appears at Society for

systems “not under active human management”,

beings acting as a baseline for future design work.

Ecological Restoration principles and the book

which is a good opportunity as a baseline for

As the definition by Cairns, “Returning damaged

Restoring Layered Landscape. They are signs that

restoration since it is time tested adaptation to this

ecosystems to a condition that is structurally and

people awares the ecosystem is developing and

human-dominated world.

As stated in Rambunctious Garden, “The alternative,

functionally similar to the state prior to the

changing all the time, and the role of human as a

disturbance is known as ecological restoration”

critical part in nature has been admitted.

There are two interesting terms that may representing

incompletely apprehended past but to design or

(Cairns, 2002;Cairns & Heckman, 1996).

City as an Ecological Unit

Till then had we the first sight of restoration ecology.
From the definitions given by the ecologists above, it
16

However, entering Anthropocene, it is hard and

how recent scholars think about the new ecosystem

cities, resulting from - and structured by - intentional
or indirect human management actions (including
inaction / abandonment)...”
Designers Ecosystems: “is not emulating baseline but
building de novo to achieve a particular goal.”

says Palmer, is not to restore to some notional and
engineer for specific, measurable goals: nitrogen

human highly involved.

reduction, sediment capture...” The restoration goal,

Novel ecosystems: “Ecosystem that persist or arise in

to function-oriented.

contemporarily, transformed from material-oriented

17
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Louisana Flooding Community in Katrina

Marginalization and Voiceless
Populations
Criticism/Precedent

In the book Restoration, Protection, and Social

Architectural Association Landscape Urbanism,

Justice in Coastal Louisiana, there are many cases

dealing with ecological and social problems brought

where coastal people lost their right to the land due

from economical development.

to coastal restoration management, even though
actions have been taken to let them have a say.

In the Mediterranean Sea, sediment is in short
supply, largely due to the damming of its many rivers.

Louisiana’s coastal zone has went through severe

The sediment that does make the ocean flows via

land loss and habitat change. The restoration method

littoral cells along the coast, crossing the borders of

has always been changing. Before 1995, small scales

25 nations and affecting half a billion people. This

works well but not formed a network so there are still

cross-political situation forced numerous conflicts

losing wetlands. So after 1995 the larger programs

and cooperation, in which any sand extraction or

has been prioritized and after the Hurricane Katrina

intervention within the coast will invariably have

(2005) issues of social vulnerability and justice

some impact on the downstream region.

“marked a dramatic shift in the state approach to
coastal planning”. Although the public meetings,

Issues that this thesis attempt to solved there are: 1)

stakeholders meetings and presentations are held,

erosion of sediments caused by the construction of

trying to derive the great benefit for most residents,

ports and canal; 2) traditional fish farming eliminated;

there are criticism as “some of the poorest and

most geographically marginal coastal groups are
often outside the purview of restoration and

protection. This situation raises the question of
how policy makers can fairly distribute the

benefits and burdens of coastal restoration”

3) water pollution caused by land migration; 4)
economic development and political conflicts. The
main concept is using tidal energy and interventions
in different scales to restore the sediments in
adjacent areas. Both Top-down and Bottom-up
strategies are applied to restore the land and meet

(Colten et al. 2018). This case is common in public

different interests. One of the strategy is to make

decision making process that making the majority

local fishermen as resources for transporting

benefiting from the decision and ignoring marginalize

sediments from lake to sea, which is restoring the

people. It will have larger impact in those developing

traditional fish industry and also providing jobs for

areas than in Louisiana, since the marginalized

those people facing displacement.

population, also being voiceless, is the majority in
numbers.

The main take away from this thesis project is that: 1)
restore the function of ecosystem is significant and

In these cases restoration design is acting as another

do not need to follow the previous ecosystem

form of gentrification. To avoid it, what can designers

spatially; 2) the land can be multi-functional that both

do to also take the vulnerables into account?

ensure restoration and economic developing; 3) to
treat human not as a pollution source but an

Littoral Negotiations is a coastal research project in
18

accelerator that speed up nature process.
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DIAGRAMS FROM LITTORAL NEGOTIATIONS
Bottom left: showing how sediment are transported by nature
and human forces. Bottom right: showing how sediments form
land after placing the interventions. Right page: bird-eye view
showing how communities are growing on the land formed.
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Coastal Management Typologies

Coastal Management Constructions
images from google maps. Top: Venice, Italy. Bottom from left to
right: Semarang, Indonesia; Kyoto, Japan; Shenzhen, China
22

Permeable Fence Restoring Mangrove
In semarang, Indonesia, there is a restoration design practice
that use local and natural materials to build a fence that stop
sediments therefore creating land for mangrove habitat.
23
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“Cities are only as resilient as
their most vulnerable citizens.”
—Resilient Imaginaries, Gray and Ocampo, 2018.

RESTORATIVE URBANISM
MANILA URBAN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS Google Image
24
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A Typical Loop
The rapid urbanization has turned the land near (or
even in) the water body most undesirable due to
pollution, to extremely valuable and wanted by
developers. However, now the informal settlements
occupy the land after being displaced from the city
center so that they are now facing pressures from
both sides - water and city.
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Slogan: Develop first, clean it later
This photo from Google Image. In China countryside, a walls with
slogan from 20th centry, showing the political strategy at that time.

Ways Out

Cultural / Political Background
In modern cities, one common issue is environmental
pollution left by industrialization, over-exploitation
and abusing of resources, by-products and
emissions in the process... When the western world
has accomplished industrialization and entering
tech-age, raises the awareness of restoration. So as
people been doing in the past few decades, restoring
the ecology has been put to the front page. This kind
of willingness of having a healthy and sustainable
ecosystem, especially in those high-density cities,
makes the greater voice in many campaigns brought
by environmentalists all over the world.
However, restoration in developing countries is far
more problematic than that.

28

To them the question is not “how we can” but
“whether we are”. The answer is always not clear
when facing the dilemma between development and
environment, China once had a policy called “pollute
first, clean it later”. It sounds ridiculous but truly
express the needs. This is not the only case and the
most of developing world would agree that even
pollution is not what they want but it is inevitable on
their way of development.
This thesis is emerged from this kind of background,
trying to resolve the conflicts on economic and
restoration. To treat the city as one socio-ecological
unit and understand its inner-relationships and work
flows, Restoration Urbanism is setting the frames for
restoration design in urban area and provide the
systematical strategies and principles.
28

Concept Diagram
This thesis is about defining an alternative and integrated
approach to restoration design which can solve both
environmental problems and issues of conflicting land use
interests & claims.
29
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Visual Essay: MARGINS
What are the Objectives?
Restoring What?
ECOLOGY
-Hydrology
-Bio-diversity
SOCIAL FABRIC
-Connections
-Awareness
ECONOMIC
-Bottom Jobs
-Traditional Small Business
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FOR MANILA

SITE NARRATIVES
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Windrose Diagram
Wind and wave comes from Southwest

Wave Direction Diagram
Wave circled to center Manila Bay
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Future Programs Diagram
Proposed programs in bay area

Storm Pattern Diagram
Storm routes in recent years
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Hydrology Diagram
City Manila sits at the east of Manila bay. Pasig River - a river
running through the city center connecting the bay and lagoon,
has different water flow direction in different seasons. In dry
seasons, water from the mountains in the northeast makes river
flow from lagoon to the bay, bringing sediments to the bay.
Contrastly, in the wet season, flood and bay water are coming to
the city and bring polluted coastal water from the river mouth to
the lagoon. This kind of bouncing back and forward makes the
waterfront area an undesirable place and hard edges are built
along the riverbank.
Cross indicates there are fish ports and there are private fish
farms in the lagoon area.

sediments

pollutions
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BASECO : SETTLEMENTS BY 		
THE WATER MOUTH
BASECO is the biggest slum area at the mouth of pasig
river. Baseco is located on an unique land that once was
for industrial use. Urban poors occupied the land since
it was undesired due to industrial pollution around. Now
it is facing pressure from developers that are seeking
coastal areas to build high-end and mixed-use property.
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Relationship Model
The model is studying the relationships between water, informal
settlements and the city. By turning the horizontal, or geological
relationship into vertical structures, the “forces” of supporting,
hanging, stretching, flowing... become clear. They are great
metaphors to understand the current city system.
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BASECO Time Line
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Future Program in Manila Bay: City of Pearl
City of Pearl is a high-end development proposed on reclaimed
land in Manila, Philippines. It will cover an area of 407 hectares
(1,010 acres). It will be situated between the Manila South Port
and the Pasig River estuary, at the current Baseco Coumpound.
Additional reclaimed land will be leveled up for the project.

Rendering of the program City of Pearl
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My proposal can be seen as a substitution, or more like a critic to
what is proposed here. As opposite to this kind of high-end
island city in Manila Bay, a flexible system that truly consider the
resilience of the city is described in the following chapter.
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SITE STRATEGY

PLUG IN
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Strategy Diagram
There are 2 parts in this urban plan strategy: Floating houses and
Stations. Floating houses together with mangroves are forming
new land and protect city in the bay area; while stations are
distributed alone the river bank provide various functions at
different times.

Strategy: Plug-in
My proposal is to build a new scale of circular economy for Manila where the Bay-facing low-income
residents are a fully integral, recognized and valued
part of the city – in part through their highly visible
new role in helping to build, restore and maintain the
coastline defense system; and in part through their
establishing and maintaining the dynamic system
of transfer, use and reuse between Manila’s oceanfacing industries and fishing and the inland river-front
recycling, land-building, flood management and
agricultural activities.
62
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1. Existing breakwaters

2. Building new breakwaters
(government and labors from BASECO)

3. Floating houses forming inner barrier
(BASECO Fishing Community)
Pasig River

BASECO

4. Forming land and growing mangrove
(BASECO labors)
City Center

Inner Harbor

BASECO Area
In Manila Bay, breakwaters are built to protect the
inner harbor. My proposal is to create similar breakwaters in extended BASECO area and forms a mangrove barrier to protect the city.
Government and labors from the slum would help
build the concrete breakwaters in the first phase.
Then floating houses will occupy inner side and gradually move out alone breakwaters. They are perpendicular to those stable concrete edges and capture
the sediment brought by waves. Once sediments
accumulate underneath, mangrove forest will grow.
64

Stategy Plan
BASECO area: mangrove and floating
houses communities creating new
land.City: potential stations along
Pasig River bank with 2 boulevards in
the city forming a green belt prevent
the city from flood and hazards.

Light Houses
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Bamboo
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Floating House Design
The base part is made with bamboo and house material is metal or
any other they use. The roof can transform to capture water or use
a solar panel to generate energy for daily life. Two houses are easy
to assemble and connect through the side bars.
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Local Fishing Boat
This is the inspiration of the floating structure design. Local fishing
boats have two bars at both sides to keep the balance.
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[Previous Page] System Diagram
The system diagram explain how materials flow in the city and
how jobs are provide through the process.

Storage
Collecting Water

Residence
Port

Working Houses

Fishing Boats

Breakwater

[This Page] Floating Fishing Community
Zooming into the community scale, the different houses are
functioned in different ways and formed a duplicable community.
The holes they create and the ports are all their public spaces.
Breakwaters are the main roads that connecting back to BASECO
triangle and the city area.
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Mangrove Building Section
4 sections showing step by step of how floating houses stop the
sediments and create buffer between breakwaters. Mangrove
forest will gradually occupy the Bay Area.
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Station: Urban Hard Edge
Providing access for slum workers and spaces to park their boats.
Vertical structures were existing.
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Station: Rainwater Garden
Sponge area that prevent city from heavy flood. Shelters for slum
people when in storm. Floating houses are bringing labors to keep
and plant these rainwater gardens.
Vertical structures: normally for garbage filtering
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Station: Bio-gas Generator
Collecting human waste from slum or city and generate energy
from it. The product is clean energy.
Vertical structures: normally for garbage filtering.
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Station: Urban Farm
Agriculture area can feed slum people from coastal area and also
provide jobs for those in urban slums. Human waste can also be
used here as fertilizer.
Vertical structures: normally for garbage filtering
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Station: Bridge Flee Market
It gives slum people opportunities to sell their products. There
were already some commercial activities happening on bridges all
over the Manila. Floating structures are acting as storage boxes
and shopping windows.
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Station: Urban Slum Edge
Floating houses also can be the function moduals that support
and improve urban slum community. It can be clean water and
energy sources on water.
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Riverside Context and Zoning Diagram
From river mouth to inner city: Public Waterfront Zone, Green
Sponge Zone, Production Zone.

Ferry Terminal
Urban Informal Settlements
Industry: Storage Tanks

Park

Vacant Industry Land

Shelter

Park
Ferry Stop

Commercial Spot
Commercial Zone

N
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Rendering: Public Waterfront
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Rendering: Mangrove Forest Area
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connection and improve economy. There are several
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be meaningful in future cases.
Ecological Restoration Based on three principles:
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- Keep products and materials in use
- Regenerate natural systems
Restoring Social Fabric Based on three principles:
- Jobs and bottom economy
- Connection between different groups
- Awareness of the marginalized group
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